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Item ,5? oY the Agenda

■Speech by Mr. Hay, in his •■•capacity resident of the ..ICRC, 
on the emblem issue.

Ladies and Gentlemen
i

Please allow me tc add a few words, as President of the 

International Committee of the Rea Cross, to my introductory 

speech as Chairman of the Working Group on the Emblem. In my 

first speech I described the proceedings of the Working Group 

and the deadlock it had reached. I should now like to explain 

the position of the ICRC itself or the question posed to the 
Council of Delegates.

At the suggestion of the ICRC and the League the Council 

of Delegates decided, in Bucharest in 1977, to establish the 

Working Group on the Emblem, Both institutions, confronted 

directly by the problems raised by the otata of the em~ 

olem issue in the Red Cross considered it essential

to urge the Red Cross as a whole to undertake for the first 

time a thorough study of this highly delicate and important 
question.
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Since that time there has been one change: the Islamic 

Republic of Iran decided in 1980 to adopt the red crescent 

instead of the red lion and sun. This is a step towards the 

unification of the sign; and we appreciate that step and its 

implications.

There is no denying, however, that it does not entirely 

settle the question of the emblem; there are three fundamental 

reasons for this:

- First, although it is better for our movement to have two 

emblems rather than three, two is still too many for a move

ment that aims to be universal and whose unity should be 

reflected by a single symbol. Everyone of us has surely 

been struck, when tying to explain that our movement uses two 

emblems, by the surprise and bewilderment on the faces of our 

public. The plurality of signs seems to show that the movement 

has had a setback and been unable to transcend religious, 

ideological and philosophical differences;

- Secondly - and this is particularly true since the use of the 

red lion and sun was discontinued - the coexistence of the two 

emblems of the red cross and the red crescent may give thé false 

and unfortunate impression that our movement has two poles, as 

Christian one and an Islamic one, and that all other religious 

or lay modes of thinking are ruled out. Fortunately, many 

countries do not attach religious significance to the Red Cro ss, 

Nevertheless, the religious connotation attributed by some tc the 

Red Croes and the Red Crescent remains a problem: it weakens the
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Societies
.; ..-qoh add

about the situation; pf Magen David Adorn in Is,rael
.1.;nr.ro.I. v ’ Ai-o; . in.ovs

Society cannot Ac recognized by the, -ICRC, ano thu^s become a mem

ber of the international; Red. Cross, s-fhee; itus^an emblem.. .,/or>, 

which is hot recognized by the first Geneva Convention of 194t9.z 

the red star of David.
I mentioned to you earlier that the ICRC considers that
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single symbol should reflect the unity of the movement. While 

protective value of the emblem, and it 

religious communities.

Thirdly,, the.ICRC and several National
- • ■■ «.i . > 1 X s? rj

are

f! !

this is .not possible..in present circumstances, we must realize 

that it may seem discriminatory to. some and contrary to our prin- 

cipies'-that'the; Magen David Adorn is notorqcqignized. Indeed, ...that 

society in't. member State of the international community which ,:. 

has signed‘and ratified the' Geneva Convention of 1949.. and which

has

not a member of our movement because at least part of its people

feel they cannot identify with the emblems we like to consider

and actually call universal.

Our movement does not serve the interests of any one

State or people, but those of suffering human beings. It

therefore should be present in all countries and benefit all mankind

For the three reasons I have mentioned, the status quo

is not good enough and the ICRC may not be satisfied with it .on 

the assumption that it is the lesser evil. The Committee therefore 

wishes the Working Group to continue its work. It is aware 
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of the difficulty of the task assigned to the Group and of the 

fact that to continue discussion does not offer only advantages: 

but it retains the hope that a solution acceptable to all will 

eventually be found. I stress the ’’acceptable to all” for, as 

you know, the ICRC is not trying to impose a solution on the 

movement as a whole. It has ..the greatest respect for the 

existing signs and for the attachment to them demonstrated by 

the National Societies and people of the countries where they 

are displayed. It made this clear in its letter of 8 April 

1980 to the Working Group. That letter is quoted in the report 

you have before you.

Let us therefore take the time to try to find together a 

solution transcending the differences between us. Let us not 

leave'for future generations the burden which weighs on our 

shoulders. Let us have the courage to continue the thinking 

we have begun,;conscious of the responsibility we bear. Such 

is, the opinion of the International Committee of the Red Cross,
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